Introduction
Let H,, denote the space of symmetric functions, homogeneous of degree n. It is well known that the dimension of H,, is the number of partitions of n. Here we write~~nif~isapartitionofn,i.e.,if~=(O<I,~...I~~)and13~+...+~k=n. We shall also write A = (1"12a2... nafl) to mean that 1 has (pi parts of size 1, a2 parts of size 2, etc. There are five bases of H, which are normally considered, namely 
MacDonald
[6] calls the basis {fA}A+n the forgotten symmetric functions and says "they have no particularly simple direct description". A combinatorial interpretation of A1!A2! . ..)3.!fL(xl,..., x,,,) was given by Doubilet [l] . In Section 3, we will provide a simple combinatorial description of f,(xi, . . . , xN) as a linear combination of the monomial symmetric functions. The main purpose of this paper is to introduce certain combinatorial objects, which we call A-brick tabloids (or A-domino tabloids), and show how these tabloids can be used to give combinatorial interpretations to the entries of twelve of the transition matrices between various bases of H, mentioned above. That is, first impose some total order on the set P,, of all partitions of n, say the lexicographic order. Next, given a basis {u~}~+, of H,, let (u,$~,_,, denote the row vector formed by ordering the basis {u~}~+~ according to the ordering of P,,. It is well known that all of these transition matrices can be algebraically expressed in terms of essentially two matrices (see MacDonald [6] ). Doubilet in [l] also gave interpretations for transition matrices between various multiples of the natural bases, in terms of the Mobius function of the partition lattice.
It turns out that by introducing certain simple combinatorial objects (brick tabloids and others), direct combinatorial interpretations for the entries M(u, u)~,~ for all thirty possible transition matrices can be given [3] . In this paper we consider twelve of these matrices which can be interpreted directly by brick tabloids and their variants.
Next we introduce A-brick tabloids. First we must establish some notation. OBA,, denotes the set of ordered h-brick tabloids of shape p.
The main purpose of this paper is to show that up to sign, the numbers IBA,/r 1, w(B,,,), and 1 OBA,, 1 can be used to interpret the entries of the twelve of the transition matrices between various bases of symmetric functions.
In particular,
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 1, we summarize a number of facts about H, that we shall subsequently need. It turns out that once we can prove (l) , (5), and (7) above, all of the other results will follow. Section 2 will be devoted to proving (l) , (5), and (7). Then in Section 3 we shall consider a number of consequences of our combinatorial interpretations.
The Hall transformation
The definitions of the five bases {ml}lcn, {eA}A,,, {hA}A,_n, {P~}~+~, and 
where the hat denotes the dual basis.
By applying Theorem 1.1, and the identities (1.2) and (1.3), it is not difficult to show that for the combinatorial interpretations of the matrices (l)-(12) of Section 0, we only need to show the following three 
The matrices M(e,h), M(e,p), and M(m,p)
In the derivation of the combinatorial interpretations of these three matrices, our point of departure is the following pair of simple identities:
The proofs of (2.1) and (2.2) can be found in [6] . These and similar identities can also be given purely combinatorial proofs by a tableaux interpretation (see [2, 3] ). We start this section by proving 
E(T) w(T).
(2.12) 7-E &I 
For the moment let EA,P = C TEBA p E(T), and w(E)*,~ = C TEBi B E(T) w(T). Then we have the following:

Lemma 2.2. Let A =(A,, . . . . A,) and ,u =(pul, . . . . L(~) be two partitions of n with at least two parts and let y be an arbitrary partition of n. Then (a) E~n~,~n~=(-l)"~l, and ~(E)(~),(~)=(-l)~-'n, (b) EA,(,)=CJZ,' (-l)jPIE~/j,(nPj)v and w(E),,(,) = ZyZ: (-1P' W(E)
A
cnj = E(T) = (-l)n-l, and w(E)~~~,~~~ = E(T) w(T) = (-l)"-'n.
) M(e,p)(n),(n)=(-l)"-'n, (ii) We,&(,) = CJZ; (-l)j-'M(e,P)~,j,(n-j), (iii) M(e,p),,=C,,,,,BC~(2+...+~k We, P),, (,,+(e, p)p, cpz, .fl(k) x(a UP = Y).
It now follows from (2.12) and Lemma 2. 
M(e,p),,l = (-l)"~k'fi"w(BW,~).
Remark 2.6. Using Theorem 1 .l(iii) and (1.9), Theorem 2.5 immediately implies
M(h,p),, = (-l)k(~)~k(*)~(B~,I). (2.15)
We can however prove (2.15) directly in much the same way as we proved (2.3) and (2.13). That is, we can make use of the simple relation gives rise to the monomial X~X~X:X:X~ corresponds to the placement of bricks as shown in Fig. 6 . Note that the order does make a difference, for example, the sequence 2,1,3,1,5 which corresponds to the monomial xixf x:x:x: is distinguished from the sequence 1,2,3,5,1 on the right-hand side of (2.20) even though both sequences give rise to the same monomial.
Our placement of bricks reflects this dif- 
Remarks and conclusions
In this section we shall consider a number of consequences of our combinatorial interpretations.
We start with the identity (3) where BA is the collection of all A-brick tabloids. We let C, denote the conjugacy class corresponding to the partition p. Thus CP is set of all 0 E S, such that the partition of n induced by the cycles of (T is ,D. Then it is proved in [3] that 1,2,3,3) , then our set of bricks consists of the ones shown in Fig. 9 . We then let S(A) denote the set of all permutations of these bricks. We shall write a A-brick permutation in its cycle structure. For example, if 0 is as shown in Fig. 10 , then cr corresponds to the A-brick permutation whose cycle diagram is given in Fig. 11 . In one line notation, 0 would be written as in Fig. 12 . Identities such as (3.7) and (3.8) which provide alternate interpretations for the entries of a number of transition matrices for bases of symmetric functions turn out to be useful in combinatorial proofs of matrix identities that arise in this setting [3] . 
